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The invention relates to a closure structure for 
bottles and the like, particularly glass bottles 
Conventionally used as containers for the retail 
ing of Spiritual liquors or other liquids, for in 
Stance perfumes and the like. 

Distiller's of liquor who bottle and market such 
beverages, and perfume manufacturers selling 
high-priced perfumes, under trade-marks of con 
Siderable value and whose products are identi 
fied by the public by Such trade-mark or a dis 
tinctive label, are faced with the serious problem 
of preventing or discouraging the refilling of bot 
tles in which their products were originally sold, 
by unscrupulous persons, with products of inferior 
quality or of a different brand. For instance, 
manufacturers are subject to the loss of valuable 
good Will and a considerable amount of business 
by the illegal practice of unscrupulous persons in 
refilling the bottles of the manufacturer after 
the Original contents thereof have been dispensed, 
for instance in the case of spiritual liquors, one 
form of such practice being for the unscrupulous 
person to buy a quantity of empty bottles of a 
particular brand of liquor or of a particular dis 
tiller and to refill thern with a product of in 
ferior quality and therefore of cheaper price, and 
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to recap and resell such bottles thus filled. Loss 
of a large amount of revenue from taxes by gov 
ernments, both state, and federal, is also in 
Curred when such practice is carried out, as no 
Stamp or band evidencing the payment of the 
required excise tax is usually affixed to such re 
filled container. 
One of the objects of the present invention is 

to prevent and, at least in a great measure, dis 
Courage this practice by providing a bottle for 
Such merchandise which, as soon as it has been 
opened, and whether or not any portion of its 
Contents has been dispensed, indicates the fact 
that the bottle has been opened by the appear 
ance of a legend, for instance, the words “Bottie 
Opened' upon a non-removable portion of a clo 
sure structure provided upon the bottle. Thus, 
in accordance with my invention, I provide a con 
Struction of bottle closure which is tamper-proof 
to the extent that as SOOn as the bottle has been 
opened, for instance by the removal of the origi 
hal cap therefron, the closure member has been 
so affected as to bring into clear view of any 
one thereafter handling the bottle, and there 
fore of a purchaser or a consumer, a legend clear 
ly indicating that the container is no longer in 
its original condition, in Which it was shipped 
from the establishment of the distiller, and that 
at least there has been an opportunity for Some 

(C. 215-7) 
One to have removed a part of the Original con 
tent of the liquid or all of such contents and to 
have replaced the same with some other liquid. 

In accordance with my invention, I accomplish 
this object by providing a container, such as a . 
glass bottle, with a construction of the neck of 
the glass bottle which has been slightly modified 
from the conventional glass neck of a bottle, so 
as to be adapted to receive and have applied 
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thereto a closure structure, including a cap, so 10 
designed and having elements so cooperatively 
inter-related as to cause an immediate indica 
tion, once the cap has been unscrewed, of the 
fact that the bottle has been opened. In this 
manner, any one thereafter handling the bot 
tle so opened is immediately apprised of the fact 
by the appearance of an informative legend upon 
the glass neck of the bottle and which legend 
may not be brought thereafter by any operation 
of the closure structure or any element thereof 
to an invisible or hidden condition. In other 
Words, my novel construction of closure structure 
provides an insurance that once the bottle has 
been opened such fact becomes permanently evi 
dent to a prospective consumer or purchaser, and 
any refilling of the bottle with liquid of inferior 
quality or of a different origin would immedi 
ately be brought to the attention of such user or 
purchaser. 
In its broadest aspect, my novel closure struc 

ture comprises a metal ring or band applied to 
a portion of the neck of the bottle so as to Over 
lie, and therefore completely hide from view, the 
legend upon the bottle neck indicating that the 
bottle has been opened. This metallic ring or 
band is surmounted by a sleeve which is in turn 
Surmounted by the conventional threaded type 
of metallic, cap. Within the band surrounding 
the lowermost portion of the bottle neck, which 
carries the aforesaid legend, there is positioned 
an expansible corrugated ring type of Spring, and 
within the closure structure, anchored between a 
bead extending from a portion of the bottleneck 
and a flange extending in Wardly from the upper 
edge of the sleeve, there is positioned a coil spring. 
When the conventional cap is unscrewed from the 
neck of the bottle, the coil Spring expands and 
causes the sleeve and metallic band to move up 
wardly along the bottle neck until the legend is 
completely uncovered and brought into view. 
Means are provided, as by pressing in a portion 
of the peripheral Surface of the band above the 
corrugated ring type of Spring, to prevent, Once 
the band has moved upwardly, such band being 
again moved back to its original position to overlie, 
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and therefore hide, the legend. Upon the upWard 
movement of the band, the corrugated ring Spring 
eXpands to a substaintial contact with the inner 
peripheral Surface of the band, and by leaSOIn 
of its vertical width abuts against the pressed-in 
portion of the band and prevents the latter from 
novement downwardly along the bottle neck. 
Warious features of construction making my 

novel closure structure commercially feasible are 
also emi-Odied in its fabrication and application, 
and these specific features of novelty Will be nore 
particularly pointed out in conjunction with the 
following description of a particular embodiment 
Of ny invention. 
Such specific embodiment of my invention is 

illustrated in the accompanying drawing, in 
which Fig. 1 is a front view of the upper portion 
of a bottle showing my novel closure Structure in 
vertical Section; Fig. 2 is a side view of the clo 
Sure structure positioned upon the bottle neck 
with the cap removed from the remainder of the 
closure and the latter in the position thereof a S 
Suined when the bottle has been opened; Fig. 3 is 
a view similar to Fig. i but showing the condi 
tion of the closure structure before the operation 
of indenting a polition of its peripheral Surface; 
Fig. 4 is a side view of the closure structure dull 
ing the operation of removing the cap therefrom 
and before the lower portion of the closure has 
been permitted to move upwardly by the action 
of the spring to uncover the legend, upon the 
bottle neck, indicating that the bottle has beer 
opened; Fig. 5 is a vertical Section through the 
body of the closure structure not including the 
cap; Fig. 6 is a section on the line 6-6 of Figs, 
2 and 3; and Fig. 7 is a section. On the line -: 
of Figs. 1 and 4. 

Referring more particularly to the drawing, 
in which similar reference characters identify 
similar parts in the several views, designates 
the body of a glass bottle or container having an 
integral neck formed of a plurality of sec 
tions 2, 3, 4 and 5. Section 2 of the neck is 
that immediately adjacent the body of the bottle 
Or container; Section 3 is the immediately ad 
jacent section of Snailer diameter: Section is 
the next adjacent section of slightly greater 
diameter than section f3; and Section 5 is the 
topmost section of slightly smaller diameter than 
section f4. The section f is provided Substan 
tially at its mid-portion. With a circular bead 3; 
the conventional threading i being provided 
about the periphery of the section 5, adapted to 
be cooperatively engaged by the threading of a 
metal cap 8 provided upon its internal surface 
with the conventional cork or composition seal 
ing disc S. 
The body of my novel closure structure com 

prises a ring member or band 23 Seated at its 
lower end upon the bottle neck section f2, its up 
per portion extending upwardly slightly beyond 
the bead 8, Such upper portion terminating in 
an upwardly extending flange 2, the diameter of 
the band being reduced at a point intermediate 
its ends to indicatc the point at which the band 
is to be pressed in or indented for the purpose 
hereinafter described. Upon this flange is adapt 
ed to be seated a second element of my closure 
Structure, namely a ring or sleeve 22 likewise 
having an inwardiy extending flange 23. The 
upper portion of the band 2 at the fange 2 
thereof is corrugated as at 24 for a purpose here 
inafter described. The sleeve 22 is similarly pro 
vided, at both its upper and lower peripheral 
edges with corrugations 25', the latter cooperat 
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ing with corrugations 25 provided upon the lower 
peripheral edge of the cap 8. 
Surrounding the narrow section 3 of the bot 

tle neck is a split ring spring 26 of a Weltical 
width slightly less than the depth of such narrow 
section. This ring spring is formed in a plu 
rality of corrugations, as clearly illustrated in 
Figs. 6 and 7, being expansible and compressible 
Within its Surrounding section 3 of the bottle 
neck as the spring is a Split ring, compression 
and expansion of the spring being permitted by 
the extent of the separation of its two free ends. 
Maintained between the upper Surface of the 

bead 3 and the lower surface of the flange 2 
of the band 29 is a compression type of Spring 2 
Which is held under compression when the clo 
sure structure is first applied to the container, 
and is effective, by its expansion, when the cap 5 
is removed from the container, to cause the band 
20 to move upwardly along the bottle neck and 
expose a suitable legend, for instance, the legend 
“Bottle used' etched, inprinted or otherwise ap 
plied to the peripheral surface of the container 
neck section 2, as shown in FigS. 1 to 3. 
In assembling or applying my novel cloSure ... 

structure to the neck of the container, when the 
container has been filled, the corrugated Spring 
26 is first placed in position, in its fully expanded 
condition, about the narrow Section 3 of the 
bottle neck, the spring 25 placed in position upon 
the bead 6, and the band 2 is then placed over 
the container neck so as to have the flange 2 
thereof compress the coil spring 2i. Thereafter, 4. 

a suitable tool is applied to the midsection of the 
band 23 as indicated at the shoulder formed by . 
the reduction in diameter of the band, to indent 
or press in such midsection to the extent indi 
cated at 28, in Figs. and 2. This indentation 
of the midsection of the band 20 will cause a con 
traction of the corrugated Spring 26 to the extent . 
shown in Fig. 7. The sleeve 22 is then applied, 
setting the same upon the flange 24 of the ring 
23, with the corrugations along the lower periph 
ery of the sleeve cooperatively engaging the cor 
rugations of the upper peripheral edge of the 
band 2. The cap 8 is then screwed onto the 
threads of the Section 5 of the bottle neck With 
the corrugations 25 of the cap in Cooperative en 
gagement with the corrugations 25' along the 
upper peripheral edge of the sleeve 22. The con 
ventional revenue stamp or strip 29 is then ap 
plied to the container in the usual manner by 
pasting one end portion thereof to the body of 
the bottle near the neck, paSSing the strip over 
the cap and then pasting the other end of the ...) 
strip upon the opposite side of the container 
body. 
Having now described the mode of application 

of niny novel closure structure to a container 
which has been filled with its original contents, 
the nanner in which the closure, when the cap 
has been removed from the container, indicates 
such fact, and therefore that the bottle may not 
contain all or even part of its original contents, 
is as follows: 

Upon breaking the Seal constituted by the 
revenue stamp or strip, Or ever without such 
breaking, when the cap 8 is rotated counter 
clockwise upon the threads 7, the meshings of 
the corrugations between the lower peripheral 
edge of the cap and the upper peripheral edge of 
the sleeve 22, and the corrugations between the 
lower peripheral edge of the sleeve and the cor 
rugations on the band, will cause the entire 
closure structure to rotate as a unit. The coil 
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Spring 27 Will then expand, carrying with it the 
sleeve and band 29, which elements will move 
upwardly along the neck of the container until 
the indentation 28 comes into abutting relation 
with the bead 6. This upward movement of the 
ring 20 will be just Sufficient to expose the legend 
“Bottle used' or any other legend of similar coin 
notation throughout the peripheral Surface of 
the bottle neck section 2. As soon as the upper 
limit of the movement of the band 2 has thus 
been reached, the corrugated ring Spring 28 Will 
expand to its position ShoWin in FigS. 2 and 6, 
taking the position below the shoulder formed by 
the indentation 28. Upon the attainment, by the 
corrugated ring Spring of this position, it is in 
possible to depress the band 2 or the sleeve 22 
by any manipulation thereof or by any attempt at 
the replacement of the cap 8. The sleeve 22 may 
then be removed and disposed of, the uppermost 
section of the neck of the container extending 
beyond the flange 2 and carrying the thread , 
being sufficient to permit the replacement of the 
cap 8 upon the bottle neck, So as to effect a, 
closure of the container after reimoval of a por 
tion of its contents. Under no circumstanceS, 
however, may such cap be rotated to a sufficient 
extent to cause the sleeve 22, if replaced, and the 
band 25 to be again depressed. So as to have the 
latter cover the legend appearing upon the low 
ermost Section of the bottle neck. 
My novel closure structure, therefore, con 

stitutes an effective means of indicating that the 
container has been tampered With Or has been 
opened and insures the Consuliner against 
fraudulent replenishment of the contents of the 
container by an inferior grade of product or, as a 
matter of fact, of any liquid not originally con 
tained in the bottle when it was filled by the 
distiller or perfume manufacturer. 
In the application of the revenue stamp of Strip, 

it is quite possible and as a matter of fact usual, 
to apply such revenue stamp or strip to the bottle 
and its neck in Such manner that the Stamp Or 
strip is adhesively secured not only to the bottle 
body and to the cap, but also to the neck of the 
bottle. When a bottle carrying a closure struc 
ture of my novel form has applied thereto Such 
a revenue Stamp or Strip, the stamp Inay be ad 
hesively secured intentionally or otherwise to the 
opposite surfaces of the band 26, as shown in 
Fig. 1. If this should occur, the adhesively ap 
plied Stamp or strip may prevent such band from 
moving upwardly even after the cap has been re 
moved from the bottle neck. It is therefore es 
Sential to provide a structure which Will force the 
rotation of the entire closure Structure about the 
neck when the bottle is sought to be opened. For 
this reason, I have provided my novel closure 
structure with the corrugations along the bot 
tom peripheral edge of the cap, along the upper 
and lower peripheral edges of the sleeve member, 
and along the upper peripheral edge of the band. 
By providing these corrugations, which in the 
closed condition of the bottle are intermeshed, 
When the cap alone is sought to be rotated, it will 
carry with it automatically the sleeve and the 
band, thereby insuring the breaking or fracture 
of the revenue stanp or Strip and eliminating the 
possibility that the adhesive connection between 
the bottle body and the band, by means of such 
revenue stamp or strip, Will prevent the band 
and the sleeve from moving upWardly When the 
cap has been removed from the bottle neck. 
While it is obvious that the above described 

construction, i. e. involving the corrugation of 

3 
the peripheral edges of the cap, sleeve, and band 
is not essential to the satisfactory operation of 
my novel closure structure, it is described in de 
tail both With respect to function and advantages 
as the provision thereof enhances the commercial 
practicability of my closure structure. It is obvi 
ous that various modifications and changes, par 
ticularly in the arrangement, structure and con 
figuration of the several parts of my novel con 
Struction, may be made without departing from 
Iny invention. Thus, in place of the coil spring 
2, used in the Specific illustrated embodiment of 
any invention, there may be used any compressible 
Spring, for instance, a flat spring bent along its 
extent Out of a single plane. Also, instead of a 
circumferential indentation of the band 26, the 
Same effect may be secured by means of two or 
IOre Surface indentations, not extending Sub 
Stantially circumferentially of the band. 

It will be noted also, that one important feature 
of Iny novel construction of closure structure re 
Sides in the fact that the entire combination of 
band, Compressible Spring, and corrugated Spring 
is capable of application to the bottle as a unit, i.e. 
in a Single Operation, the assembly of the elements 
being carried out separately and not as a part of 
the bottling Operation. Obviously, also, in Sup 
plying Such assembled unit, ready for applica 
tion to a filled container, the operation of in 
denting the band may be dispensed with by sub 
Stituting Some other form of retaining means for 
the expanded corrugated ring spring. Similarly, 
Some other form of cap or closure element may be 
Substituted for the screw cap described and illus 
trated, for instance a stopper of cork or composi 
tion material with a head suitably configured to 
provide abutment for the flange of the sleeve or 
band. 
I claim: 
1. A closure structure for a container having 

a neck, comprising a band surrounding the neck, 
the neck having a circumferential groove and 
being provided with a symbol indicating that 
the bottle has been opened and covered by said 
band in One position thereof, means for causing 
In Ovement of the band along the container neck 
to uncover Said Symbol, and means for prevent 
ing the retrograde movement of said band upon 
Said neck. 

2. A closure structure for a container having a 
neck, comprising a band surrounding the neck, 
the neck being provided with a symbol indicat 
ing that the bottle has been opened, on the 
COntainer neck and covered by said band in one 
position thereof, a cap for said container, spring 
means for causing the movement of the band 
along the container neck to uncover said symbol 
When the cap is rotated, and means for prevent 
ing the retrograde movement of said band upon 
said neck. 

3. A closure structure for a container having 
a neck, Comprising a band Surrounding the neck, 
the neck being provided with a symbol indicat 
ing that the bottle has been opened, on the coin 
tainer neck and covered by said band in one 
position thereof, a sleeve surmounting said band, 
a cap for the container, means for causing the 
movement of the band and sleeve along the 
CO)tainer neck to cause the band to uncover said 
Symbol, and means for preventing the retrograde 
In Ovement of Said band upon said neck, 

4. A cloSure Structure for a container having 
an elongated neck, connprising a band, means 
for causing the movement of the band along the 
Container neck, and means for preventing the 
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4. 
letrograde movement of said band upon Said 
neck. 

5. A closure Structure for a container having 
an elongated neck, coimprising a band Surroundi 
ing the neck, a sleeve SunGuinting Said band, 
a cap for the container, ineans for causing the 
movement of the band along the container neck 
and means for preventing the 'eograde nove 
ment of said band upon said neck. 

6. A closure structure for a containe having 
an elongated neck, comprising a band Surround 
ing the neck, a sleeve Sui'imounting Said baird, 
a cap for the container, a Spring for causing the 
movement of the band along the containei' neck 
When said cap has been reinnoved, and means for 
preventing the reloglade in overnet of Said 
band upon Said neck, Said means comprising a 
circumferential indentation upon the band and 
a Spring abutting said indentation. 

7. A closure structure for a container having 
3.in elcigated neck, coin prising a band Surrolling 
ing the neck, a Sleeve surmounting Said and, a. 
cap for the container, a symbol on tihe container 
neck covered by said band in Gne position there 
of, means for causing the movement of the band 
along the CCIntainer neck to uncover said Synabo 
to indicate that the bottle has been opened, said 
means coiliprising a coil Spiring controlled by 
Said sleeve, and means for preventing the retro 
grade ovement of Said band upon said neck, 
comprising a circumferential indentation Lon. 
the band and a split corrugated ring spiciing 
abutting said indentation in its expanded con 
dition. 

8. A closure Structure for a CCntainer Co 
prising a band, a split corrugated type of ling 
Spring within Said band, said band having an 
intermediate portion thereof pressed inwardly 
to constitute an abutinent for the upper edge of 
Said corrugated ring spling, a Sleeve SuirnoLint 
ing said band ahd having its upper peripheral 
edge turned inwardly to constitute a fange, a 
coil Spring the expansion Cf. Which is govered 
by Said flange, and a threaded cap Surmounting 
Said sleeve. 

9. A closure Structure for 3, container having 
an elongated neck, comprising a band Surround 
ing a section of Said neck, a, Split Corligated 
type of ring spiring surrounding a portion of the 
Section of the neck Which the band overies, Said 
Section of the neck being provided with a legend 
indicating that the bottle has been opened, said 
band having an internediate portion thereof 
pressed in Wardly to constitute an abutment for 
the upper edge of Said corrugated ring Spring, 
a sleeve Surmounting Said band and having its 
upper peripheral edge turned inwardly to coin 
stitute a fange, a bead upon Said container neck, 
a coil Spring positioned between Said bead and 
said flange, and a threaded cap surmounting said 
Seeve. 

10. A closure structure as claimed in claim 2, 
in Which the band, at its upper peripheral edge, 
and the cap at itS OWer peripheral edge, is pio 
vided With corrugations. 

11. A closure structure as clained in claim 3, 
in Which the band, at its upper peripheral edge, 
the sleeve at its upper and lower paripheral 
edges, and the cap at its lower peripheral edge, 
is provided with corrugations. 

12. A closure structure as cairned in clain 8, 
in which the band, at its upper peripheral edge, 
the sleeve at its upper and lower peripheral 
edges, and the cap at itS OWer peripheral edge, 
is provided with corrugations. 
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13. A closure structure as claimed in claim 9, 

in which the band, at its upper peripheral edge, 
the sleeve at its upper and lower peripheral 
edges, and the cap at its lower peripheral edge, 
is provided with corrugations. 

14. In a closure structure for a container hay 
ing a neck, a band Surrounding a section of Said 
neck, an expansible Spring Suri'Ounding a por 
tion of the Section of the neck, which the b2nd 
CVeries, Said band having at least a portion 
thereof pressed inwardly to constitute an abut 
ment for said spring in its expanded condition, 
and a threaded cap upon the end portion of the 
Said containei neck. 

15. In a closure structure for a container hay 
ing a neck, a band Surrounding 2, Section of Said 
neck, an expansible Spring Surrounding a, por 
tion of the Section of the neck which the band 
overlies, said sectio;n of the neck being provided 
With a legend indicating that the bottle has been 
Opened, said band having at least a portion 
thereof intermediate to its ends pressed in 
Wardly to constitute an abutment for said spring 
in its expanded condition, 8, sleeve Surmounting 
Said band, a flange extending in Wardly from the 
upper end of Said band, a bead upon said con 
taine neck, a COpressible Spiring positioned 
between said bead and said flange, and a 
threaded cap Surnouniing said sleeve. 

16. In a closure structure for a container hav 
ing a neck, a band Surrounding a section of 
Said neck, an expansible corrugated Spring Sui 
IOInding a portion of the Section of the neck 
Which the band Overlies, Said Section of the nacik 
being provided With a legend indicating that the 
bottle has been opened, said band having at 
least a portion thereof intenediate its ends 
pressed in Wardly to constitute an abutment, for 
Said Spring in its expanded condition, a sleeve 
Surmounting Said band, a flange extending in 
Wardly from the upper end of Said band, a bead 
upon said container neck, a compressible coil 
Spring positioned between Said baad and said 
flange, and a threaded cap Surmounting said 
Sleeve. 

17. A closure for a container having an elon 
gated neck, comprising a unitary structure hav 
ing a band provided With a fange extending in 
Wardly at its upper end, an expansible spring 
within the band, said band having an inter 
mediate portion thereof pressed inwardly to 
Constitute an abutment for said spring in its 
expanded condition, and a compression spring 
positioned within the band 2nd abutting said 
fange. 

18. A closure for a container having an eon 
gated neck, conprising a unitary structure hav 
ing a band provided with a flange extending in 
wardly at its upper end, a split corrigated type 
of ring spring within the band, said band hav 
ing an intermediate portion thereof pressed in 
wardly to constitute an abutment for said spring 
in its expanded condition, and a coil spring po 
sitioned within the band and abutting said 
flange. 

19. The combination, with a container hay. 
ing an elongated neck, a section of the neck hay 
ing a circumferential groove and being provided 
With a legend indicating that the container has 
been Opened, of a band Surrounding said Sectioi). 
Of the neck, means Surrounding a portion of the 
Section of the neck Which the band Overies to 
cause movement of the band along said neck, 
When restraint upon Said band is removed, means 
for limiting the upWard movement of Said band 
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upon said neck, a sleeve surmounting said band, 
and a threaded cap Surmounting said sleeve. 

20. In combination, with a container hav 
ing an elongated neck, a section of the neck 
being provided with a legend indicating that the 
container has been opened, a circumferential 
bead on said neck above said legend, a band 
surrounding said neck Section, Said band having 
its upper peripheral edge turned inwardly to 

0 constitute a flange, a compression Spring extend 

5 
ing between said bead and flange and effective, 
upon its expansion, to move said band upwardly 
along the container neck, to uncover the legend, 
an expansible Spring Within the band adapted 
to expand upon Such upward movement of the 
band, means upon said band to prevent its retro 
grade movement along the neck, said means 
abutting the expanded spring, and a closure cap 
upon the end of the container neck. 
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